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Non -Fiction. "Mortify Me". Grand Si amm....New
Jersey's own, Non -Fiction have been enjoying a nice run around
the metal charts, in the wake of the long-awaited, much an-
ticipated release of their debut LP, "Preface". They've been play-
ing around the area and during conventions for a long while,
building a very solid fan base and an equally strong buzz around
the industry ranks. Now more than a few months into the album's
run, we're getting the second track (third if you're counting the
two tracks on the first sampler as individual singles), "Mortify Me".
They've been described as similar to bands ranging from
Soundgarden to Law & Order. True they are dirgy and heavy
musically in a way not unlike Soundgarden meets The Doors...
kinda spacy and atmospheric, but they've definitely got their own
"thing" developing. Lead vocalist Alan Tecchio, has done it all it
seems, from speed metal in Hades, progressive high pitches in
Watchtower and now an amalgamation of it all in Non -Fiction.
On "Mortify Me" he runs the range from low growls to high end
banshee wails, while the band powers along below him. Wild,
bizarre and really cool. Hopefully, spotlighting this song will help
keep Non -Fiction in the public eye for a long spell (the album's
currently at #17 on the chart). New already on KBPI, and the
record continues gaining some ground at the likes of WHJY,
WNHU and WSOU, and still raging at WFCS, WPSC, WTSR,
WVFS, WXVU, WLRA, KUNV, KZOK, WBAU, WBER,
WBIM, WCDB, WDHA, WHMH, WKNH, WKPX, WRLC,
WVBR, WVCR, WWVU, WXIN and WZMB (with Top Phones
happening at WCDB, WKNH, WKPX, WNHU and WSOU).

Vicious Rumors, "When Love Comes Down", Allan-
/ie....A long time fan of this talented San Fran power metal band,
I was really glad to see this, the band's fourth album (the second
for Atlantic), have such a long and successful run on the metal
charts. Highlighted by a soaring and incisive twin guitar attack,
full ranging power vocals and a sonic rhythm section, Vicious
Rumors have always produced solid energetic work. This album
has proven a tremendous credit to their studied musicianship
and solidarity as a group. Now, with things starting to slow down
for them a bit (though they're readying two new releases for later
this year --one live and a new studio LP), the focus is being shifted
to the mid -tempo, balladish single, "Mien Love Conies Down". A
track perfect for hard rock blocks, AORs who like to supplement
their harder night time staples with a power ballad or two and
any of our metal shows who require a breather track now and
then. Kind of in the Whitesnake realm of ballads, it spotlight's
vocalist Carl Albert's impressive range and fluid vocals, and a
big memorable chorus, amidst a bed of melodic guitars. Nice
song and worthy of attention both sides of the tracks. Great band
too.

Nirvana, "Come As You Are". DGC....what more really
needs to be said about Nirvana? They had the #1 song (a brilliant
one at that), a video you couldn't NOT see, are the new standard
by which people judge metal bands' successes or failures, regular
folk who still don't know who...say, Queensryche arc, recognize
the name instantly, though they've been around for years they're
suddenly everybody's "Favorite", they're from Seattle, they're a
three piece, their name suits their music and hell, the record went
platinum in three shakes of a... And hard as it is to believe, this
song is only the second "official" release to radio ("On A Plain"
and "In Bloom" have both unofficially made their way round the
ranks alternative, metal and AOR). The CD5 (going out to metal
and college/alternative) also feature live versions (recorded and
mixed by Andy Wallace on Halloween at the Paramount theater)
of "School" from their earlier album "Bleached" and "Drain You"
from their current mega -LP "Nevennind". The CD5 will be avail-
able at retail and is in -stores on March 3rd. Nirvana are still on
KNGX, KZOK, WPSC, KCLB, KISW, KUNV, KVHS, WBAU,
WBCN, WBIM, WFSE, WGIR, WGLS, WKNC, WNYE,
WSOU, WXCI and WXIN (with huge requests at KUNV,
KVHS, WBCN, WBIM, WFSE, WGIR, WKNC, WNYE and
WPSC). And are still mega, mega everywhere else as well.
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Blitzspeer, "Blitzspeer Saves", Epic.... New York's most
sonic new talent is Phil Caivano and his gang, Blitzspeer. After
a long tease by way of a live Ep ("Blitzspeer Live NYC"), we finally
got the full raging album and already it's meeting with a great
response from metal radio. Not only are they playing it, but lots
of our reporters are feeling compelled to comment on how many
great songs there are on the record. If you haven't checked it out
yet, call John Lovely over at WVBR cause he can't get over how
deep the record is. Or better yet, grab your copy, put it on and
check out the lead cut "Sonic Glory", "City Of Angels","Bad Girl"
(the New York Dolls cover), "Tnick of Love" or "Mother Superior"
(featuring Lydia Lunch's sex talk). The album this week picked
up a bunch of new adds over at CFOX, WEOS, WERS, WGIR,
WLFR, WNYE, WPSU and WXPL, while "Sonic Glory" con-
tinues to pound the airwaves of WFCS, WARC, KUNV, WSOU,
WVBR, WWVU, KBPI, WKNH, WPCR and WVCR. Earlier
adds at KZOK, WBIM, WCWP, WHJY, WNHU, WPSC,
WRMC, WSMU, WTSR, WXDR and WXIN have yet to turn
around into charting, so with their leap from 37-25* this week,
the Blitz boys are really just beginning to put the moves on metal
radio.

MSG, "Crazy" Sampler, Impact.... With the album still a
bit of a ways off on the horizon, MSG is relying on the four track
metal sampler that's at radio currently to hold everybody over in
the interim. No problem, it seems the metal folks are plenty
happy with the great stuff on it and in fact, it's already launching
McAuley and Schenker up the charts with relative ease. Folks
are really excited about getting the full product though. In the
meantime, the sampler took a healthy jump this week up Hard
Hitters from 49-34* with a new add at WBNY, increases at
KEYJ, KNGX, WKNC and WRTN, plus lotsa strong action on
the waves of KROK, KVHS, WARC, WERS, WFSE, WGLS,
WKPX, WTSR, WXDR, CFOX, KMSA, KZOK, WKDU,
WLRA, WPCR and WRLC. But, there are still lots of earlier
jumper-onners, who've yet to come through with a chart position
for 'em, including KSJL, WBAU, WCDB, WMMR, WRMC,
WTPA, WXCI, WXIN, WXPL, KUNV, WBIM, WCWP,
WDHA, WDWN, WKNH, WNYE, WPSC, WPSU, WSOU,
WVFS and WXRC. Never fear the album's just around the
corner and at the stations that are playing them, at least three
are reporting top phones (KMSA, WGLS, WRLC), and that's
sure to increase in the coming weeks.
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1. C.O.C. 6. METALLICA
2. PANTERA 7. PRONG
3. SLAYER 8. UGLY KID JOE
4. SOUNDGARDEN 9. NIRVANA
5. FATES WARNING 10. MY SIST/MACHINE

ALSO REQUESTED: NON-FICTION, OVERKILL, DEATH,
OZZY OSBOURNE, PEARL JAM.
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